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Abstract— Place-of-Interest (POI) summarization by aesthetics
evaluation can recommend a set of POI images to the user and
it is significant in image retrieval. In this paper, we propose
a system that summarizes a collection of POI images regarding
both aesthetics and diversity of the distribution of cameras. First,
we generate visual albums by a coarse-to-fine POI clustering
approach and then generate 3D models for each album by
the collected images from social media. Second, based on the
3D to 2D projection relationship, we select candidate photos
in terms of the proposed crowd source saliency model. Third,
in order to improve the performance of aesthetic measurement
model, we propose a crowd-sourced saliency detection approach
by exploring the distribution of salient regions in the 3D model.
Then, we measure the composition aesthetics of each image
and we explore crowd source salient feature to yield saliency
map, based on which, we propose an adaptive image adoption
approach. Finally, we combine the diversity and the aesthetics
to recommend aesthetic pictures. Experimental results show that
the proposed POI summarization approach can return images
with diverse camera distributions and aesthetics.
Index Terms— POI summarization, 3D reconstruction, saliency
map, aesthetic measurement, crowd source salient feature.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, due to the popularity of mobile imaging
devices and social networks, huge numbers of photos
of POI are shared on internet by people during their travels [60]. POI summarization can show a set of POI images
but it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory result when a
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Fig. 1.

Example of Flickr image information.

user intends to search a landmark by means of text-based
image retrieval [24], [63], [74]. There are many irrelevant and
unpleasing pictures in the top ranked results. Thus, POI summarization with aesthetics and diversity gives users a better
understanding of the given landmark. Estimating aesthetics of
images has been attracting much attention [1], [2], [5]–[7],
[72], [73], which can provide user-interested photos of a POI.
The motivation of the proposed method can be described in
three aspects: 1) considering that the number of photos of POI
is huge, it is difficult but interesting to do POI summarization.
2) we tend to show satisfactory POI images to users by considering aesthetic effects and diversity. 3) 3D reconstruction
is a better tool for POI summarization
Some kinds of information such as the geo-tags, views,
comments, and faves can be exploited to image summarization [54]–[58]. Usually, the representative and beautiful photos
can be viewed, commented and forwarded by different users
frequently [63], [74]. For instance, one of the representative
images of a POI from Flickr is shown in Fig.1. There are
several challenges to be solved in POI summarization: 1) how
to select relevant images from a large scale user contributed
image set; 2) how to evaluate the aesthetics of images; 3) how
to model viewpoints of the images.
So far, there is still no consensus on the standard of
aesthetics in photography due to the complexity and the
subjectivity in this matter. Aesthetics in photography generally derives from many aspects including the composition, colors, illumination, and the theme of the pictures.
To carry out photo aesthetic estimation, several multimedia
models [5]–[7], [72], [73] have been developed to analyze the
content in photographic images and make the quantification
of aesthetics possible. Bhattacharya et al. [5] present an interactive application to artificially improve the visual aesthetics
using spatial re-composition. Cheng et al. [6] propose
omni-range context modeling based approach to learn the
patch/object spatial correlation distribution for the concurrent
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patch/object pair of arbitrary distance. Nishiyama et al. [7]
use color harmony to distinguish high aesthetic quality and
low aesthetic quality of a picture. As the assessment results
highly depend on the audience, photo assessment is actually a
subjective task. However, with the help of crowd-source social
media information, we can reasonably assume that photos
favored by more users in the Internet have higher qualities.
Aesthetics is a complex matter. Some standards often
utilized in photography can be employed to judge the
aesthetics of an image. There are some famous heuristic
principles by the professional photographer, including the
rule of thirds [12], [72], diagonal dominance and sense of
balance [23], which are closely related to the composition of
the picture. In those approaches, the rules are obtained based
on the key objects or visual saliency of images. However, the
objective analysis and recognition of the composition of photos
is hard. Hence, the accuracy of measuring the aesthetic quality
of photo relies on the precision of salient region detection.
Besides the rules of thumb [34] that ordinary photographers follow, however, professional photographers have generalized some knowledge from their experiences. Therefore,
we can reach a consensus that guidelines in the community
can ensure the quality of photo. Several multimedia models
have been developed to evaluate the aesthetic quality of
image [1], [2], [10], [11], [72], [73]. With the source from
social media, some models [1], [2] employ computational
approach to extract visual features and build classifiers
between high-quality and low-quality images. In addition,
other models [10], [11], [31], [72], [73], utilizing the saliency
map, are based on the implementation of some heuristic
principles for photographer.
Visual saliency, being bound up with our perception
system, has been studied by many disciplines such as
cognitive psychology [16], [17], neurobiology [18], [19],
and computer vision [20]–[22], [69]–[71]. The saliency
map [13]–[15], [65], [66] is a topographically arranged
map that can indicate visual saliency of each location in
an image. The saliency estimation has been successfully
explored in pattern recognition and content based image
retrieval [20]–[22], [41], [58], [59], [64], [69]–[71].
In this paper, we propose a new POI image summarization
approach by aesthetics evolution from crowd-source social
media. Our approach provides more precise aesthetic measurement of an image by taking advantage of the crowd-source to
build the 3D model for the POI. Firstly, we generate visual
albums and reconstruct 3D model of a POI using structure
from motion (SFM) [37]–[40], [60], [72], [73]. Secondly,
on the base of 3D to 2D projection relation, we select
candidates of aesthetic photos. Thirdly, in order to improve the
performance of aesthetic measurement model, we replace the
general saliency map with a crowd-sourced saliency map on
the basis of the distribution of salient regions in the 3D model.
Then, we measure the composition aesthetics of candidate
images by applying diagonal dominance. Specially, to improve
aesthetic degree precisely, a feature called crowd source
salient feature is proposed to select candidate images for POI
summarization. Meanwhile, we select images from different
visual albums and cluster images into different perspectives to
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explore the distribution of cameras in each album to ensure the
diversity of top ranked images in POI summarization. Finally,
we combine the geographical information and the aesthetics
to recommend pictures within each perspective. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose an unsupervised POI summarization method
which combines aesthetics and diversity by exploring the
saliency from its 3D reconstruction. In our approach, salient
region is detected by the crowd source information to measure
aesthetics of images and the diversity of summarization is
satisfied by mining the position distribution of cameras in
the POI.
2) We measure the relevance and aesthetics of each image to
the POI based on our aesthetics model. It is effective to filter
irrelevant images. We mine salient regions in 3D space based
on the density of point cloud. We mine the geographical locations that can explain somewhere in the POI that photographers
like very much by crowd source social media information.
3) We propose a crowd source salient feature based photo
aesthetic representation approach. We select candidate photos
containing more salient regions which are inferred from salient
regions in 3D space. The images with high aesthetic values and
their content appeared frequently in many people’s cameras are
selected for POI summarization.
4) We propose a crowd source saliency map based automatic
image adoption approaches. This approach is based on the
dynamic balance of the salient regions to achieve better
visualization results for the final images.
The main differences of this paper to that of our previous
approaches [72] are summarized as follows: 1) we describe
details for the salient region detection; 2) we discuss the
advantages of the proposed crowd source social media driven
saliency detection approach to the state-of-the-art content
based approaches; 3) we systematically evaluate the different crowd-source saliency detection approaches to the POI
summarization performances; 4) a crowd source saliency map
based image adopting approach is proposed to get better
visualization results for the final ranked image list; 5) we
provide comprehensive experimental results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives a brief overview of the related work. The
overview of the proposed POI summarization by aesthetics
evaluation is introduced in Section III. Section IV describes the
details of our approach. In Section V, we give the experimental
results. Finally, in Section VI, we make a conclusion on our
system.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we briefly overview the related work on
some basic aesthetic guidelines, photo aesthetic evaluation,
and POI summarization approaches.
A. Basic Aesthetic Guidelines
In a general sense, image aesthetic measurement task is
to evaluate the composition aesthetics of a given image
bymeasuring several well-grounded composition guidelines.
There exist various basic guidelines for analyzing aesthetics
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of images, such as rule of thirds [12], [53], [72], diagonal
dominance [12], and visual balance [53], [73] and so on.
1) Rule of Thirds: This rule is one of the most familiar
photo composition guideline. It first divides an image into nine
equal parts by two equidistant horizontal lines and two such
vertical lines. The four intersections are generated by these
lines. Photographers are encouraged to place the important
subjects around these points, for example, at the center of the
image. By this composition rule, strong vertical and horizontal
components in the image should be aligned with those lines.
2) Diagonal Dominance: In addition to the lines that mark
the thirds, the diagonals of the image are also aesthetically
significant. A salient diagonal element creates a dynamic
emphasizing effect [12]. Indeed, one of the most common and
effective usages for the diagonal dominance is as a leading
line – a line that captures the eyes of the viewers to fixate on
the subjects along it.
3) Visual Balance: Visual balance is a crucial component
to the harmony of an image composition [53]. In a visually
balanced photo, the salient objects are distributed evenly
around the image center. Similar to a balanced weighing scale,
when balanced, the center of the “visual mass” is near the
center of the image. The visual mass takes into account both
the area and the degree of saliency of each visually salient
region in an image.

geographic locations, canonical views, or scenic themes. Some
approaches apply geographical clustering to geo-referenced
images to construct image clusters so that images within each
cluster are more likely to share a common landmark due to
closeness in geographical distribution.
Jiang et al. [44] and [55] summarize landmarks by exploring
high-frequency shooting locations based on the geo-tag information of photos posted to social networks. The system selects
images from intra and inter high frequency shooting locations.
Simon et al. [56] propose an unsupervised method for finding
canonical views to form the POI summary. This approach
examines the distribution of images to select a set of canonical
views via visual feature clustering. Then it decomposes images
into groups using a greedy algorithm to expose canonical
views, and uses the likelihood criteria to summarize views.
Qian et al. [58] model the viewpoint of an image taken at
a POI in horizontal, vertical, scale and orientation aspects.
They use a 4-D vector to construct the viewpoint for each
image. They select identical semantic points (ISPs) from the
raw SIFT points of the images to capture the unique parts of
a POI [58], [64], [65]. Wang et al. [67] study prior researches
of feature extraction in aesthetic evaluation of photos. They
classify the approaches into four groups: low level, rule
based, information theory, and visual attention. Afterwards,
they propose a comprehensive feature set, which includes
16 novel features and 70 well proved features. Then they
classify the aesthetic of an image, by an SVM based classifier,
into two categories: high aesthetics or low aesthetics. Chang
and Wang [68] propose method to select images from image
collection for visual summarization. They produce different
sets of summarized images, and each set corresponds to a
particular image style. They carry out unsupervised clustering
on images within and across landmark categories to discover
the common photographic styles from image collection.
From above, we find that the existing image summarization
methods use image content clustering and explore multimodality information of web images [60], [78], such as text,
community, and temporal and geographical information. In the
content clustering-based approaches, representative images are
selected in terms of image feature diversity. The difference
in our approach is that we consider both the aesthetics of
each images and diversity of top ranked recommended images
for POI summarization by exploring the crowd source social
media information.

B. Photo Aesthetic Evaluation
Photo aesthetic evaluation is the analysis of image composition and aesthetics. In a general sense, this task is devoted
to solving the problem of analyzing the relations between
compositions of a photo and its aesthetics. To recognize the
composition of a photo, early researchers in this domain tend
to build an abstract map of the photo based on the visual
content. Lok et al. [32] build a weight map to analyze the
layout of pictures. Moreover, other researchers often utilize
visual attention model to achieve this goal. In order to employ
the prior knowledge of human in aesthetics, a number of
researchers have studied techniques for quantification of the
aesthetics of photographs. Liu et al. [34] create an evaluation
criterion, which fuses the rules of thirds, visual balance
dominance and diagonal dominance, to produce a maximallyaesthetic version of the input image. There are also other methods, which attempt to optimize the aesthetics of photograph
through machine learning [2], [6], [35], [36]. Ni et al. [2] and
Cheng et al. [6] create context modeling to estimate the joint
spatial distributions of visual words based on Gaussian mixture
models. Liu et al. [35] collect images from social media and
use a regression model to mine composition knowledge of
specific position. Meanwhile, Datta and Wang [36] define
several indicators for photograph and use SVM (support vector
machine) to learn potential rules in the field.
However, in this paper we make full use of the crowd-source
from social media to evaluate the aesthetics of images taken
at a POI for summarization.
C. POI Summarization
Many visual summarization approaches [55]–[60] require
carrying out image categorization to classify images into

III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we will give an introduction to POI summarization by aesthetics evaluation from social media. The
flowchart is shown in Fig.2. Our method mainly consists
of the following five steps: 1) POI visual album mining,
2) 3D representation for POI by SFM, 3) salient region detection, 4) diverse perspectives generation, 5) aesthetics evaluation for POI summarization. Firstly, we generate visual albums
by coarse to fine clustering. Secondly, we get the POI model
of each visual album by 3D reconstruction. Then we consider
two aspects: aesthetics and diversity. We get aesthetics by
salient region detection. As for diversity, we select aesthetic
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Fig. 2.
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Flow chart of the proposed POI summarization with aesthetics evaluation from crowd-source social media.

images from different visual albums of one POI and diverse
perspectives in each visual album. In each of perspective,
there are several POI images with similar perspective. Finally,
we carry out POI summarization by aesthetics based image
ranking. The following section will explain each part in detail.
IV. POI S UMMARIZATION W ITH
A ESTHETICS E VALUATION
Given a set of collected photos for a POI from social media
websites, we only keep the images with geo-tags. We aim
at building 3D models of a POI and we carry out aesthetics
evaluation for POI summarization.
A. Visual Albums Mining
As for a POI, there exit several positions where photographers can take aesthetic images. As for images of a POI,
they are likely to have several styles, for example, images
taken at night and daytime are with different styles. Thus
we utilize visual album generation approach to classify those
miscellaneous images into different albums [58]. There are two
steps in album generation for each POI: coarse POI clustering
using GPS information (i.e. the longitude and latitude that the
image was taken) and image content based fine POI mining.
1) Coarse POI Clustering Using GPS Information: We utilize mean-shift algorithm to cluster images of a POI using
GPS information [41], [44], [45], [51], [55]. After meanshift clustering, a set of coarse POI clusters is generated. The
mean-shift based image clustering approach is based on the
geo-graphical distribution of image taken place rather than
the content similarity. Actually, images with identical GPS,
may not share similar content. For example, we stand at a
fixed location, and take photos from the different directions
and views.
2) Image Content Based Fine POI Clustering: Considering
that images in a cluster are the same geographical location but
with different appearances, we propose a fine POI clustering
approach to refine the coarse clustering results. It consists of
the following three steps:
a) Feature extraction: Each image is represented by a set of
local features, i.e. SIFT feature.
b) Similarity measurement: The similarity of two photos
is measured by SIFT point matching [58] or some feature
descriptors [75]–[77]. Each image is compared with the rest
of the images in its cluster.
c) Graph growth based albums generation: we group the
images in each POI to obtain visual albums based on graph

growth [58]. This algorithm first finds two most similar
images, and puts them into a visual album, then finds other
similar images according to the visual similarity. The visual
album stops growing until non-similar image is found. Then
we turn to get another visual album. Finally, we sort the
albums in descending order by the number of images in it.
Actually, some albums are with very little number of images.
These albums can be removed from final POI summarization.
B. 3D Reconstruction
As in the websites, there are many duplicated images.
The duplicated images do not provide any complimentary
information for building 3D structures for the scene but
increase the computational costs. So, we first carry out duplicated image removing to speed up the reconstruction process.
We generate a 3D model for each POI album based on the
SFM algorithm [37]–[40], which consists of the following six
steps:
a) we extract SIFT feature points for the images in a visual
album.
b) we find the best matched pair in a visual album by SIFT
features matching.
c) we estimate fundamental matrix for the pair using
RANSAC [58]. We get the camera information C that
we describe in detail. During each iteration of RANSAC,
we calculate a coarse fundamental matrix using the 8-point
algorithm [64], and we get a point cloud for the pair.
d) we select one image from the pair and find the best
matched image in the rest images in the visual album. These
two images further construct a pair. Based on the step c) we
get their corresponding point cloud.
e) we get a set of point clouds from pairs of images by
carrying out step c) and d) iteratively.
f) we merge the point clouds of the pairs using bundle
adjustment [49] to get an integrated point cloud for each visual
album.
After completing the process of 3D reconstruction for
a visual album, we get a group of 3D models, including
their camera information C and geometric point’s information
G [39]. We represent the group of 3D models information as
follows:
S = {C; G}

(1)

Geometric information G of the reconstructed POI contains
the information such as a 3-vector describing points of the
3D position, a 3-vector describing the RGB color of the
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Fig. 3. 3D reconstruction for three different POIs: In each POI, the eight
pictures from the first column to the fourth column are the dominant kind of
pictures in the cluster and the two noise images in the last column are marked
with red border.

point, and a list of views the point is in. Camera information
C contains 3-vector camera position, focal length F, 3-vector
translation T , 3 × 3 matrix format of rotation R and the
parameters of radial distortion k1 and k2 [39].
The results of 3D reconstruction in three different POIs
are shown in Fig.3. For each POI, we select 8 representative
images and 2 noisy images, which are irrelevant to the POI.
Correspondingly, the reconstructed 3D cloud points of the
POIs are shown in the last column. From Fig.3, we find that
density of data points depends on the regions appearing in
images in reconstruction. We also find that the influence of
noisy images is limited in 3D reconstruction, because pairwise
matching can remove noise images effectively.
C. Salient Region Detection
After 3D reconstruction, we get a set of point clouds of
the POI. We use each point cloud to detect salient region based
on the ‘heat’ level of regions (which have positive relationships
with the photos taken at) in 3D space, which are derived from
the crowd-source social media information. If more people like
to take more photos at the region, then its “heat” level will be
higher. Our motivation is that if a region of a POI appearing
in most of images, then it is more popular to visitors.
According to the SFM [37]–[40], there are several point
clouds for a POI as shown in Fig.4 (a) and (b). So we need
to detect salient regions in each point cloud. The detailed
approach consists of the following four steps.
1) Salient Region Generation and Representation: In order
to eliminate some noise points in 3D models [72], [73], an
improved mean-shift algorithm is employed on the point cloud
as follows:
⎧
⎨ M (X) = 1 
(X i − X)
h
X i ∈Sh (X )
(2)
k
⎩ S = {Y: (Y − X)T (Y − X) ≤ h 3 }
h
where Sh (X) is the sphere whose radius is h, k is the number
of 3D points falling within the region Sh (X), X i is a 3D point
in Sh (X), and X denotes a cluster center in 3D space.
After salient region clustering, we get a set of clusters in
3D space. Each cluster corresponds to a region containing a

Fig. 4. Projection of salient regions from 3D point clouds to 2D images.
There are several point clouds of Tower Bridge and each of them should be
detected as salient regions. (a) Point cloud and the salient regions of a visual
album. (b) Point cloud and the salient regions of another visual album.

set of matched points. The regions with high saliency indicate
their attractiveness to people. Thus, it is reasonable to represent
the saliency of a region in terms of its frequency that it appears
on photographers’ cameras. We denote the saliency of the
region r as Dr and we represent it by the mean value of the
point frequency as follows:
1 n
Dr =
fi
(3)
i=0
n
where n is the number of points in a cluster, f i is the frequency
of the 3D point X i . In this paper, we define the frequency f i
as
f i = Ni /Na

(4)

where Ni is the number of images with their corresponding
SIFT points that can be mapped to the X i in the 3D model,
and Na is number of images in a visual album.
2) Salient Region Selection: To remove noise points in the
point cloud and unimportant regions in 3D models, we sort
regions by Dr , and we remove the small regions which
contain less points. In this paper, we only keep the top ranked
80% of regions as salient regions to generate saliency map
and the rest 20% regions are removed as noise. The kept
regions are utilized in image aesthetic measurement for POI
summarization. Assume that the total number of the left salient
regions is Z for a visual album with Q images. This will
be utilized in selecting candidate images and evaluating their
aesthetics.
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3) Crowd Source Saliency Map Detection: In order to get
more accurate description of aesthetics, we utilize crowd
source salient feature to select candidate images for POI summarization. We project all the Z salient regions in 3D into each
2D image to get the corresponding crowd-source saliency map.
Taking into account the distortion of the camera [37], [49],
the projection process of a specific camera can be described
as:
PC = PW R + T

(5)

where PW is world coordinate of a point in point clouds, PC is
camera coordinate of a point in 3D space, R is the 3×3 rotation
matrix and T is the 3 × 1 translation vector in 3D space.
After the projection, we obtain the conversion from world
coordinates to camera coordinates. Before we convert camera
coordinates to image coordinates, we further carry out perspective division for dimension reduction as follows:
p = r ed[−PC /PC .z]

(6)

where r ed [∗] is the extraction of (x, y) from (x, y, z),PC .z is
the third (z) coordinate of PC , and p is the dimension
reduction result.
Let PI m denote the position in an image which the world
coordinate PW can be projected into. We get PI m as follows:
PI m = (PI m .x, PI m .y) = F(1 + k1 N I2m + k2 N I4m ) p (7)

where F is the camera focal length. N I m =  p2 + 1 and
 p is defined as the norm of matrix p, (P I .x, PI m .y) is the
coordinate in the image. In the projection from 3D to 2D,
the parameters of radial distortion is considered, which are
represented by k1 and k2 respectively for correcting the radial
distortion. Each camera corresponds to a set of (k1 , k2 ). The
value of k1 and k2 can be estimated from 3D reconstruction.
Fig.4 (a) and (b) show some representative images from the
two visual albums and their corresponding 3D point clouds
generated by SFM. We label the salient regions in 3D and
we mark their corresponding projected regions in images by
ellipses in identical colors. We can see from Fig.4 that a salient
region (in 3D point cloud) can project into many images.
In general, an image has more than one salient region if no
occlusion existed. From Fig.4, we find that the main structure
of the tower bridge has denser points than that in the background. For example, the matched points in the water are rather
sparse, which can be viewed as noise for POI summarization.
Compared to the traditional saliency detection approach, our
saliency map detection approach considers the crowd source
saliency information which can be well associated with the
aesthetic evaluation.
4) Candidate Images Selection: The selected salient regions
collaboratively describe photo local aesthetics. We propose a
crowd source saliency enhanced feature based POI summarization approach. We select some representative pictures as
candidate images from the total Q images in the visual album
to carry out POI summarization based on the selected salient
regions. The detailed steps are as follows:
a) We project the Z salient regions in 3D into Q images.
If more than 80% points in the salient regions can be projected

Fig. 5. The diagrams of dynamic balance of two images (a) Image with
good visual balance (b) Image with bad visual balance. The radius of each
point represents its weight.

to an image, then we claim that the salient region can be
projected to the image, otherwise cannot be.
b) Then we get how many images a salient region can be
projected into. We utilize the corresponding image number to
denote the importance of the salient region.
c) We project all the selected salient regions in 3D into
images in each visual album of a POI.
d) If a salient region can be mapped into an image, we define
that the image contains the salient region. We select the images
containing more salient regions in 3D point cloud as candidate
images for POI summarization.
D. Aesthetics Measurement
For the selected candidate images, we propose an aesthetic measurement approach by exploring the distribution
of salient regions. Motivated by the photographical experiences [42], [43], [62], we build a computational model called
dynamic balance to disclose distribution of salient region. The
more balance regions, the more aesthetic the image.
Let Psc denote a photo’s saliency center (as shown in Fig.5),
which is the weighted centroid of salient regions.
1 N
1 N
Psc = (
Ai x i ,
A i yi )
(8)
i
i
N
N
where N is the number of points that are mapped into an
image, and Ai is the weight of 2D point pi = (x i , yi ) that
is mapped from a 3D point to the coordinate (x i , yi ) in an
image. In this paper, we set Ai as the frequency of the
3D point in the point cloud which is determined by Eq. (3).
In our experiment, we use Dr of the salient region to represent
the weights of all the 3D points it contains.
We get the offset value Dc from the saliency center to the
physical center as follows:


Dc =  Psc − Ppc 
(9)
where Ppc is the center of a picture. The dynamic balance of
the photo is evaluated by:
Dc
(10)
π
where S D B ranges from 0 to 1. Larger S D B means the
better visual balance of the salient regions in the picture.
Otherwise, salient regions cannot keep good visual balance
and the balance is broken. For simplicity, we use an example
to show this. In both Fig.5 (a) and (b), the size of the point pi
S D B = 1 − 2ar ctan
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Fig. 7. Crowd source saliency map based image content adoption. The blue
virtual boxes represent the images after adoption.
Fig. 6.

Perspective clustering for a visual album of a POI.

indicates its weight Ai . The larger the size is, the big the
weight is. Fig.5 (a) is with high balance than that of Fig.5 (b).
E. Aesthetic Based Image Ranking for POI Summarization
Our POI summarization approach takes into account both
the aesthetics of each image and the diversity among the
top ranked images. Firstly, we consider the diversity of POI
summarization results by recommending images from different
visual albums. We recommend images from each visual album
by exploring the camera position distribution estimated from
3D reconstruction process [37], [49]. Secondly, we combine
aesthetics and diversity for POI summarization. Our method
guarantees aesthetics of each image and makes sure the
diversity of top ranked results.
In general, the images in some POI can generate several
visual albums in the coarse-to-fine clustering, and images in
the same visual album are with high similarity. So, images
selected from different visual albums are with high diversity
than that from the same visual album.
Images in the same album have much content overlap but
they have different perspectives such as the difference of
distance (far or near) to a POI and the difference of angle
to view a POI.
Mean-shift algorithm is applied here to cluster cameras
(the coordinates in 3D space) in a visual album into different
perspectives. After the mean-shift clustering, cameras nearby
can be grouped into one perspective. As shown in Fig.6,
different perspectives are labeled by different ellipses. In Fig.6,
a point corresponds to a camera. The enlarged version of two
perspectives is given. A camera in 3D reconstruction system
corresponds to picture. We can see that pictures in one cluster
have a similar perspective.
Based on the ranked 3D point clouds and their corresponding visual albums, we pick out images with high aesthetics
scores from each perspective in each visual album for POI
summarization.
F. Crowd Source Saliency Map Based Image Adoption
Based on the obtained saliency map, we propose an adaptive
image content adoption approach. In this approach, we first put
the saliency center Psc determined by Eq.(8) to the picture
centroid Ppc . Then, we crop the image to the optimal sizes
that makes the final image with better aesthetics. For the two

images in shown in Fig.5, after the content adoption based
on the crowd source saliency map, the cropped images are
shown by the virtual blue boxes as shown in Fig.7. From by
comparing Fig.5 and Fig.7, we find that the saliency center
Psc and the picture centroid Ppc of the first image is identical,
while the dynamic balance of the second image is improved
somewhat.
V. E XPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, some comprehensive comparisons are made with
existing approaches, including Canonical Views (denoted as
CV) [56], Clustering, Ranking and Ranking (denoted as
CRR) [57], Identical Semantic Points (denoted as ISP) [58],
High Frequency Shooting Location (denoted as HFSL) [44]
and Social-Contextual Constrained Geo-clustering (denoted
as SCCG) [45]. The detailed description for each of these
approaches is as follows:
CV: it is an unsupervised method for finding canonical
views. The approach examines the distribution of images to
select a set of canonical views via visual feature clustering. Its
basic idea is that an image selected as a representative image
is similar to many other images in the input set.
CRR: it is a content-based method to choose diverse and
representative image. The method focuses on statistics for
number of users, visual coherence, cluster connectivity and
variability in dates. However, statistical method needs large
enough accurate data.
ISP: it is an effective model to model an image’s viewpoint
in horizontal, vertical, scale and orientation aspects. It selects
identical semantic points (ISPs) from the raw SIFT points
using the 4D vector.
HFSL: it is an author topic model-based collaborative
filtering method to facilitate comprehensive points of interest (POIs) recommendations for social users. User preference
topics are extracted from the geo-tag constrained textual
description of photos via the author topic model instead of
only from the geo-tags.
SCCG: it employs visual and views verification to select
images from LOIs to summarize the POI. They mine LOIs
for each POI by the improved geo-location clustering method,
and they employ visual and views verification to select images
from LOIs to summarize the POI.
Experiments are conducted on the collected 7 million Flickr
images uploaded by 7,387 users and the heterogeneous metadata associated with the images with Flickr API. We choose
eight POIs to evaluate our method. They are: #1) Angkor,
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#2) Big Ben, #3) Cologne Cathedral, #4) Colosseum, #5) Eiffel
Tower, #6) Golden Gate Bridge, #7) Taj Mahal, and #8) Tower
Bridge.
A. Evaluation Criteria
In this part, we utilize a user-driven approach that twenty
volunteers are invited to evaluate the POI summarization
performances. We use aesthetic score and diverse score for
performance evaluation. Aesthetics score measures the aesthetics of the results and the larger the value, the more aesthetic
the results. Diverse score measures the diversity of the results
and the score donates the number of different images in
Top-5 results.
We evaluate the POI summarization results by assigning the
aesthetics scores aesi and diversity scores di v for different
summarization approaches. aesi s aesthetics scores of the
i -th image. aesi ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3}, where the four discrete values
are on behalf of inelegant, ordinary, good, and perfect. Let di v
denote the diversity of the POI summarization result. In this
paper, we classify it into four categories: 3-excellent, 2-good,
1-normal, 0-irrelevant as that utilized in [63]. When the top
ranked image is irrelevant to the POI, then we set both the
aesthetics score aes i and diversity score di v zero.
We utilize the average precision (AP) [24], [26] for performance evaluation. Once we get the value of aes i and di v, the
AP of the top-n images is determined as follows:
1 n i
aes i
A P@n =
(
)
(11)
i=1
j =1 i
n
Whether POI summarization is good or not depends on
whether it provides aesthetic images and makes users fully
understand the POI.
B. Objective Performance Comparison
The average aesthetic scores and diverse scores assigned by
the 20 volunteers to eight POIs are shown in Fig.8 respectively.
The average (denoted by ave) scores are also given in the last
columns. From Fig.8, we find that our method is with better
aesthetics for all the eight POIs. The diversity of our approach
also outperforms other approaches. As for CV, the method
just uses visual feature clustering to select a set of canonical
views and doesn’t analyze image aesthetics and it shows
bad effect in aspect of aesthetics and diversity. As for CRR,
it considers the factor of number of users, but this factor needs
large amounts of accurate data. Other methods consider the
representativeness of results, but they do not consider salient
region using crowd source information.
From Fig.8 (b), we find that SCCG, HFSL and ours are with
highest diversity scores. This is due to the fact that SCCG
fuses multimodality information from social media, such as
views (the times that photos have been browsed by different
users), geographical distribution, and visual clustering. The
HSFL both considers the high shooting frequency and the
visual content of images. While in our approach, we take both
the location of image and the saliency information mined from
the 3D models. This can ensure that the top ranked images are
selected from diverse perspectives.

Fig. 8. Average aesthetic scores and diverse scores CV, CRR, ISP, HFSL,
SCCG and OURS on 8 POIs. The y-axis is the score and the x-axis is the
POI index. (a) the average aesthetic scores. (b) the average diverse scores.

Fig. 9.

The comparison of other saliency maps and our saliency map.

C. Discussions
1) Importance of Crowd Source Saliency for POI Summarization: In this part, we compared our saliency map with
other saliency map models, including DHSNet [31], RC [65]
and GBMR [66]. And we put those saliency map models into
our system and recommend images for POI summarization.
We show a few visual comparisons in Fig.9. In our saliency
map, we use 3D salient regions generated by crowd source
information in 3D models and 3D-2D mapping relationship.
Thus, our saliency map is in regional distribution. We observe
that our approach not only can distinguish salient objects
accurately, but also handle backgrounds well. In our method,
we find public attention focuses on the building itself and
this is well embodied in our crowd-source saliency map.
In Fig.9, our approach distinguishes landmarks in the photos
and excludes backgrounds. GBMR and RC cannot distinguish
landmarks and background well. Because DHSNet uses object
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Fig. 12.
Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Effective of crowd source saliency.

The average aesthetic scores of four POIs.

Example of results of different saliency map methods.

detection, sometimes it cannot make POI salient. For example,
a person stands in front of the POI. Our approach eliminates
false saliency map in an image, especially, the salient regions
that are occluded by pedestrians. For instance, in the second example, the trees around the building are successfully
excluded from the salient region of photos, which could cause
errors by employing general saliency map. In our salient region
detection approach, the fusion of crowd-source social media
information is more effective in extracting the POI oriented
saliency map than other saliency map models.
We calculate aesthetics of photos using DHSNet, GBMR,
RC though dynamic balance and compare their results with
OURS. We select four POIs Tower Bridge, Colosseum, Eiffel
Tower and Golden Gate Bridge, and the results are shown
in Fig.10 and Fig.11. We can see from Fig.10 that our approach
shows better results that other saliency maps to select aesthetic
images for POI summarization. The main reason is that our
approach mines photographers’ intention for aesthetics, and
selects salient regions to generate saliency map as input of
dynamic balance. And there exits another reason that our
saliency map detection approach can eliminate disturb objects
such as people, trees, cars and so on. Our approach makes full
use of feature matching that is effective to remove irrelevant
objects from saliency map by SFM based 3D reconstruction.
But DHSNet, GBMR, and RC cannot eliminate those parts
of photos. In Fig.11, the results of DHSNet, GBMR and RC
have some results that contain people that are irrelevant to the
POI, but those parts which contain people are also with high
saliency scores. The results by our approach can eliminate
the influences of the rare objects in the images taken at
the POI.
2) Effectiveness of Crowd Source Saliency: In addition,
we conduct another experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of crowd source saliency representation approach in POI

Fig. 13.
Crowd source saliency map based image content adoption.
(a) original images, (b) images after adoption.

summarization. We take three conditions: the first one (denoted
as NSR) is that we do not consider salient regions, and just use
the points in 3D models to recommend pictures. The second
one (denoted as NWA) is that we don’t consider the weight Ai
in formula (8). The last one (denoted as NRNW) is that we
do not consider salient regions and the weight Ai .
In Fig.12, we show their comparisons on POI1, POI2 and
the average aesthetic values on the 8 POIs. We find that, our
approach is better than NSR, NRNW and NWA. As for NSR,
it brings some noise points into our system because of feature
matching of SFM. Using the salient regions can eliminate
some noisy points in 3D models in some ways and select the
‘heat’ level of regions in 3D space. NWA cannot distinguish
importance between regions. If a region repeatedly appears
in pictures, its importance is significantly higher than others
that appear in pictures occasionally. As for NRNW, it not
only neglects importance between regions, but also takes some
noise points because of feature matching of SFM. Thus, it is
with the lowest performances. However, when the region and
weight of each point is taken into account, better performance
can be achieved.
D. Crowd Source Saliency Based Adaptive Image Adoption
To show the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive image
adoption approach based on the obtained crowd source
saliency map, three examplar images are shown in Fig.14.
From the comparions results we find that the image adoption
contain the salient part of the image and with high aesthetics
than the original images. This kind of image visualization
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Fig. 14. The results of CV, CRR, ISP, HFSL, SCCG and OURS for four POIs: (a) Golden Gate Bridge, (b)Tower Bridge, (c) Colosseum, (d) Big Ban.
Images in red frames are irrelevant to the POIs.

approach can be utilized in the mobile devices with small
screen, such as pad and smart phone.
E. Subjective Performance Comparison
To show the POI summarization performances intuitively,
we give four POIs and their corresponding summarization
results. The detailed comparisons with CR, CRR, ISP, HFSL,
and SCCG are shown in Fig.13. Please turn to the end of
this paper for details. We find that the CV and CRR based
POI approaches sometimes select irrelevant images in the
top ranked image list, which are labelled by red frames.
And diversity of CV is remarkable, since it decreases similar
canonical views. However, it is hard to filter the irrelevant
images.
We find that SCCG achieves good aesthetics performance
because it takes the views into account, which indicate the
attractiveness of the photos in websites. ISP works well with
diversity, which generates an image’s viewpoint by a 4D vector. Comparing with CRR, HSFL and SCCG, our approach
achieves better diversity and aesthetics. Our approach considers the diversity using different position of cameras estimated
by 3D reconstruction. As for the aesthetics, salient regions are
used in POI summarization. Especially, when fusing crowd
source salient feature, the selected images are with many
attractive regions.

Other approaches such as ISP and SCCG contain local area
for the POI as shown in Fig.14 (b) and (d). We find that our
approach is effective to summarize the global view of the POI
rather than the local views. This is caused by the fact that our
saliency model and aesthetics are obtained from the global
salient regions in 3D cloud points rather than the local salient
regions. As for CV and CRR, there exit some irrelevant images
as shown in Fig.14(a). In our POI summarization results,
no irrelevant image exits. In Fig.14(d), we can see that the
results of HFSL cannot describe the POI clearly. We also
can see in our approach that the first two pictures are more
similar to each other, because they belong to a 3D model
built by images from the same visual album. But they are
in different perspectives, and they are captured from different
shooting angles. Other three pictures in our approach belong
to different 3D models. If you want to return more pictures
as recommend pictures, you can select more pictures from
different 3D models.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new POI summarization
by aesthetics evaluation from crowd source social media
information. From the 3D models of the POI, irrelevant images
can be well removed from the recommended image list. The
density of the cloud points in 3D space embodies the heat
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levels of the region in the POI. A novel method to build
the saliency map by calculating the frequency of points in
3D model appearing on the lens was proposed here. Crowd
source salient feature was presented to gain more precise
aesthetics evaluation. Crowd source salient feature was used
to guarantee that images in results have more salient regions.
From the results, our method performs better than other
methods, especially in aspect of aesthetics. By exploring the
crowd source social media information, we cannot only model
the aesthetics of the photos taken at the POI, and estimate the
camera poses at the POI that takes the photos, which enables
us to select aesthetic images with diverse viewpoints for POI
summarization. Moreover, the crowd source saliency map can
guide the image content adoption.
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